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Abstract
We propose to minimize a generic differentiable
objective with L1 constraint using a simple
reparametrization and straightforward stochastic
gradient descent. Our proposal is the direct gener-
alization of previous ideas that the L1 penalty may
be equivalent to a differentiable reparametrization
with weight decay. We prove that the proposed
method, spred, is an exact differentiable solver
of L1 and that the reparametrization trick is com-
pletely “benign” for a generic nonconvex function.
Practically, we demonstrate the usefulness of the
method in (1) training sparse neural networks to
perform gene selection tasks, which involves find-
ing relevant features in a very high dimensional
space, and (2) neural network compression task,
to which previous attempts at applying the L1-
penalty have been unsuccessful. Conceptually,
our result bridges the gap between the sparsity in
deep learning and conventional statistical learn-
ing.

1. Introduction
In many problems, optimization of an objective function
under an L1 constraint is of fundamental importance (San-
tosa and Symes, 1986; Tibshirani, 1996; Donoho, 2006; Sun
et al., 2015; Candes et al., 2008). The advantage of the L1

penalized solution is that they are sparse and thus highly
interpretable, and it could be of great use if we can broadly
apply the L1 penalty to general problems. However, L1 has
only seen limited use in the case of simple models such as
linear regression, logistic regression, or dictionary learning,
where effective optimization methods are known to exist.
As soon as the model becomes as complicated as a neural
network, it is unknown how to optimize an L1 penalty.
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In contrast, with complicated models like neural networks,
gradient descent (GD) has been the favored method of opti-
mization because of its scalability on large-scale problems
and simplicity of implementation. However, gradient de-
scent has yet to be shown to work well in solving the L1

penalty because the L1 penalty is not differentiable at zero,
precisely where the model becomes sparse. In fact, there is
a large gap between the conventional L1 learning and deep
learning literature. Many tasks, such as feature selection,
that L1-based methods work well cannot be tackled by deep
learning, and achieving sparsity in deep learning is almost
never based on L1. This gap between conventional statistics
and deep learning is perhaps because no method has been
demonstrated to efficiently solve the L1 penalized objectives
in general nonlinear settings, not to mention incorporating
such methods within the standard backpropagation-based
neural network training pipelines. Thus, optimizing a gen-
eral nonconvex objective with L1 regularization remains an
important open problem.

The foremost contribution of our work is to theoretically
prove and empirically demonstrate that a reparametrization
trick, also called the Hadamard parametrization, allows for
solving arbitrary nonconvex objectives with L1 regulariza-
tion with gradient descent. The method is simple and takes
only a few lines to implement in any modern deep-learning
framework. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the proposed
method is compatible with and can be boosted by common
training tricks in deep learning, such as minibatch training,
adaptive learning rates, and pretraining. See Figure 1 for an
illustration.

2. Related Works
L1 Penalty. It is well-known that the L1 penalty leads to a
sparse solution (Wasserman, 2013). For linear models, the
objectives with L1 regularization are usually convex, but
they are challenging to solve because the objective becomes
non-differentiable precisely at the point where sparsity is
achieved (namely, the origin). The mainstream literature
often proposes special algorithms for solving the L1 penalty
for a specific task. For example, the original lasso paper
suggests a method based on the quadratic programming
algorithms (Tibshirani, 1996). Later, algorithms such as
coordinate descent (Friedman et al., 2010) and least-angle
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Figure 1: Illustration of the spred algorithm for achieving parameter sparsity (left) and feature selection (right). Essentially, the proposed
algorithm creates redundant parameters and does not change the original architecture or training protocol. Therefore, the algorithm is
compatible with pretraining.

Figure 2: Loss landscape of the original L1 regularized loss and the equivalent L2 regularized redundant parametrization. With the
redundant parametrization, the loss becomes smooth and differentiable. The reparametrization introduces one additional minimum but is
entirely benign because the two minima are identical and converging to either achieves an equivalent performance. Left: the original 1d
L1 loss for LL1 = (w − c)

2
+ ∣w∣. Mid: reparametrized loss with c = 0.5. Right: c = 1.5.

regression (LARS) (Efron et al., 2004) have been proposed
as more efficient alternatives. The same problem also exists
in the sparse multinomial logistic regression task (Cawley
et al., 2006), which relies on a diagonal second-order coor-
dinate descent algorithm. Another line of work proposes
to use the iterative thresholding algorithms (ISTA) for solv-
ing lasso (Beck and Teboulle, 2009), but it is unclear how
ISTA-type algorithms could be generalized to solve general
nonconvex problems. Instead of finding an efficient algo-
rithm for a special L1 problem, our strategy is to transform
an L1 problem into a differentiable problem for which the
simplest gradient descent algorithms can be efficient.

Redundant Parameterization. The method we propose is
based on a reparametrization trick of the L1 loss function.
The idea that a redundant parametrization with L2 penalty
has some resemblance to an L1 penalty has a rather long
history, and this resemblance has been utilized in various
limited settings to solve an L1 problem. Grandvalet (1998)
is one of the earliest to suggest an equivalence between L1

and a redundant parametrization. However, this equivalence
is only approximate. Hoff (2017) theoretically studies the
Hadamard parametrization in the context of generalized lin-
ear models and proposes to minimize the loss function by
alternatively applying the solution of the ridge regression
problem; notably, this work is the first to prove that not
only the global minima of the redundant parametrization is

equivalent to the L1 global minima, but that all the local
minima of the redundant parametrization are also local min-
ima of the original L1 objective, although only in case of
linear models. Poon and Peyré (2021) studied the redundant
parametrization in the case of a convex loss function and
showed that all local minima of the redundant loss function
are global and that the saddles are strict. In follow-up work,
Poon and Peyré (2022) analyzed the optimization property
of these convex loss functions.

Compared to previous results, our result comprehensively
characterizes all the saddle and local minima of the loss
landscape of the redundant parametrization for a generic
and nonconvex loss function. Our theoretical result, in turn,
justifies the application of simple SGD to solve this problem
and makes it possible to apply this method to highly com-
plicated and practical problems, such as training a sparse
neural network. Our motivation is also different from previ-
ous works. Previous works motivate the reparametrization
trick from the viewpoint of solving the original Lasso prob-
lem, whereas our focus is on solving and understanding
problems in deep learning. Application-wise, Hoff (2017)
applied the method to linear logistic regression.(Poon and
Peyré, 2021) applied the method to lasso regression and
optimal transport. In contrast, our work is also the first to
identify and demonstrate its usage in contemporary deep
learning.
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Sparsity in Deep Learning. One important application
of our theory is understanding and achieving any type of
parameter sparsity in deep learning. There are two main rea-
sons for introducing sparsity to the model. The first is that
some level of sparsity often leads to better generalization
performance; the second is that compressing the models can
lead to more memory/computation-efficient deployment of
the models (Gale et al., 2019; Blalock et al., 2020). However,
none of the popular methods for sparsity in deep learning is
based on the L1 penalty, which is the favored method in con-
ventional statistics. For example, pruning-based methods
are the dominant strategies in deep learning (LeCun et al.,
1989). However, such methods are not satisfactory from a
principled perspective because the pruning part is separated
from the training, and it is hard to understand what these
pruning procedures are optimizing.

3. Algorithm and Theory
In this section, we first introduce the reparametrization trick.
We then present our theoretical results, which establish
that the reparametrization trick does not make the land-
scape more complicated. All the proofs are presented in
Appendix B.

3.1. Landscape of the Reparametrization Trick

Consider a generic objective function L(Vs, Vd) that de-
pends on two sets of learnable parameters Vs and Vd, where
the subscript s stands for “sparse,” and d stands for “dense.”
Often, we want to find a sparse set of parameters Vs that
minimizes L. The conventional way to achieve this is by
minimizing the loss function with an L1 penalty of strength
2κ:

min
Vs,Vd

L(Vs, Vd) + 2κ∣∣Vs∣∣1. (1)

We will refer to L(Vs, Vd) + 2κ∣∣Vs∣∣1 as LL1. Under suit-
able conditions for L, the solutions of L(Vs, Vd)will feature
both (1) sparsity and (2) shrinkage of the norm of the so-
lution Vs, and thus one can perform variable selection and
overfitting avoidance at the same time. A primary obstacle
that has prevented a scalable optimization of Eq. (1) with
gradient descent algorithms is that it is non-differentiable
at the points where sparsity is achieved. The optimization
problem only has efficient algorithms when the loss function
belongs to a restrictive set of families. See Figure 2.

Let ⊙ denote the element-wise product. The following
theorem derives a precise equivalence of Eq. (1) with a
redundantly parameterized objective.

Theorem 1. Let αβ = κ2 and

Lsr(U,W,Vd) ∶= L(U ⊙W,Vd) + α∣∣U ∣∣
2
+ β∣∣W ∣∣2. (2)

Then, (U,W,Vd) is a global minimum of Eq. (2) if and only

if (a) ∣Ui∣ = ∣Wi∣ for all i and (b) (U ⊙W,Vd) is a global
minimum of Eq. (1).1

Because having Vd in the loss function or not does not
change the proof, we omit writing Vd from this point on.
We note that the suggestion that this reparametrization trick
is equivalent to the L1 penalty at global minima appeared in
previous works under various restricted settings. A limited
version of this theorem appeared in Hoff (2017) in the con-
text of a linear model. Poon and Peyré (2021) proved this
equivalence in the global minimum when the landscape is
convex.

The subscript sr stands for “sparsity by redundancy.” When
L is n-time differentiable, the objective Lsr is also n-time
differentiable. It is thus tempting to apply simple gradient-
based optimization methods to optimize this alternative ob-
jective when L itself is differentiable. When L is twice-
differentiable, one can also apply second-order methods
for acceleration. As an example of L, consider the case
when L is a training-set-dependent loss function (such as in
deep learning), and the parameters Vs and Vd are learnable
weights of a nonlinear neural network. In this case, one can
write Lsr as

1

N

N

∑
i=1

ℓ(fw(xi), yi) + α∣∣U ∣∣
2
+ β∣∣W ∣∣2, (3)

where w = (U,W,Vd) denotes the total set of parameters
we want to minimize, and (xi, yi) are data point pairs of
an empirical dataset. For a deep learning practitioner, it
feels intuitive to solve this loss function with popular deep
learning training methods. Additionally, L2 regularization
can be implemented efficiently as weight decay as in the
standard deep learning frameworks. Section 3.2 provides
several specific examples of this redundant parametrization.

However, the equivalence in the global minimum is insuffi-
cient to motivate an application of SGD to it because gra-
dient descent is local, and if this parametrization induces
many bad minima, SGD can still fail badly. An important
question is thus whether this redundant parametrization has
made the optimization process more difficult for SGD or
not. We now show that it does not, in the sense that all local
minima of Eq. (2) faithfully reproduce the local minima
of the original loss and vice versa. Thus, the redundant
parametrization cannot introduce new bad minima to the
loss landscape.
Theorem 2. All stationary points of Eq. (2) satisfy ∣Ui∣ =

∣Wi∣. Additionally, (U,W ) is a local minimum of Eq. (2) if
and only if (a) V = U ⊙W is a local minimum of Eq. (1)
and (b) ∣Ui∣ = ∣Wi∣.

Namely, one can partition all of the local minima of Lrs into

1In this work, we use the letter L exclusively for the part of
loss function that does not contain L1 or L2 penalty.
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exclusive and equivalent sets, such that these sets have a one-
to-one mapping with the local minima in the corresponding
LL1. We are the first to prove this one-to-one mapping rela-
tion for a general loss function. This proposition thus offers
a partial theoretical explanation to our empirical observation
that optimizing Eq. (2) is no more difficult (and often much
easier) than the original L1-regularized loss. A corollary
of this theorem reduces to the main theorem of Poon and
Peyré (2021), which states that if L is convex (such as in
Lasso), then every local minimum of Lrs is global. A cru-
cial new insight we offer is that one can still converge to a
bad minimum for a general landscape, but this only happens
because the original LL1 has bad minima, not because of
the reparametrization trick.

Still, this alone is insufficient to imply that GD can navigate
this landscape easily because gradient descent can get stuck
on saddle points easily (Du et al., 2017; Ziyin et al., 2021).
In particular, GD often has a problem escaping higher-order
saddle points where the Hessian eigenvalues along escaping
directions vanish. The following theorem shows that this is
also not a problem for the reparametrization trick because
the strength of the gradient is as strong as the original LL1.
Theorem 3. Let ∣U ∣ = ∣W ∣, V = U ⊙W and L be every-
where differentiable. Then, for every infinitesimal variation
δV ,

1. if LL1(V ) is directionally differentiable in δV , there
exist variations δW, δU ∈ Θ(δV ) such that LL1(V +
δV ) = Lrs(U + δU,W + δW );

2. if LL1(V ) is not directionally differentiable in δV ,
there exist variations δW, δU ∈ Θ ((δV )0.5) such that
LL1(V + δV ) = Lrs(U + δU,W + δW ).

Namely, away from nondifferential points of LL1, the
reparametrized landscape is qualitatively the same as
the original landscape, and escaping the saddles in the
reparametrized landscape must be no harder than escap-
ing the original saddle. If GD finds it difficult to escape a
saddle point, it must be because the original LL1 contains a
difficult saddle. All nondifferentiable points of LL1 occur
at a sparse solution where some parameters are zero. Here,
the first-order derivative is discontinuous, and the variation
of the LL1 is thus first-order in δV . This implies that the
variation in the corresponding Lrs is second-order in δU
and δW and that the Hessian of Lrs should have at least one
negative eigenvalue, which implies that escaping from these
points should be of no problem to gradient descent (Jin et al.,
2017). Combined, Theorem 2 and 3 directly motivate the
application of stochastic gradient descent to any problem
that SGD has been demonstrated efficient for, an important
example being a neural network.

In more general scenarios, one is interested in a structured
sparsity, where a group of parameters is encouraged to be

sparse simultaneously. It suffices to consider the case when
there is a single group because one can add L1 penalty
recursively to prove the general multigroup case:

L(Vs, Vd) + κ∣Vs∣2. (4)

The following theorem gives the equivalent redundant form.

Theorem 4. Let αβ = κ2 and

Lsr(u,W,Vd) ∶= L(uW,Vd) + αu
2
+ β∣∣W ∣∣2. (5)

Then, (u,W,Vd) is a global minimum of Eq. (5) if and only
if (a) ∣u∣ = ∣∣W ∣∣2 for all i and (b) (uW,Vd) is a global
minimum of Eq. (4).

Namely, every L1 group only requires one additional param-
eter to sparsify. Note that recursively applying Theorem 4
and setting W to have dimension 1 allows us to recover
Theorem 1.2 The above theory justifies the application of
the reparametrization trick to any sparsity-related tasks in
deep learning. For completeness, we give an explicit algo-
rithm in Algorithm 1 and 2. Let m be the number of groups.
This algorithm adds m parameters to the training process.
Consequently, it has the same complexity as the standard
deep learning training algorithms such as SGD because it, at
most, doubles the memory and computation cost of training
and does not incur additional costs for inference. For the
ResNet18/CIFAR10 experiment we performed, each iter-
ation of training with spred takes less than 5% more time
than the standard training, much lower than the worst-case
upper bound of 100%.

Algorithm 1 spred algorithm for parameter sparsity

Input: loss function L(Vs, Vd), parameter Vs, Vd, L1

regularization strength 2κ
Initialize W, U
Solve (with SGD, Adam, LBGFS, etc.)
minW,U,Vd

L(U ⊙W,Vd) + κ(∣∣W ∣∣
2
2 + ∣∣U ∣∣

2)

Output: V ∗ = uW

Algorithm 2 spred algorithm for structured sparsity

Input: loss function L(Vs, Vd), parameter Vs, Vd, L1

regularization strength 2κ
Initialize W, u
Solve minW,u,Vd

L(uW,Vd) + κ(∣∣W ∣∣
2
2 + u

2)

Output: V ∗ = uW

Implementation and practical remarks. First, multiple ways
exist to initialize the redundant parameters W and U . One
way is to initialize W with, say, the Kaiming init., and U
to be of variance 1. The other way is to give both variables

2Note that when L is a linear regression objective, the loss
function is equivalent to the group lasso.
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the same variance by, e.g., taking the squared root of the
standard initialization methods. A question is whether one
should initialize with a balanced norm: ∣u∣ = ∣w∣. Our
initial experiments find no significant difference between
making the norm balanced or not at initialization, and we
recommend not balancing the weights as a default setting.
Secondly, even if one only wants to add L1 to one layer,
one should also add a small weight decay to all the other
layers to prevent the model from diverging. Lastly, while
the proposed method does not require a threshold to reach
a sparse solution, it could reduce the training time without
affecting the performance by stopping earlier and pruning
at a small threshold. Our experiments suggest that 10−6 is
often a reasonable threshold for linear models and 10−3 for
neural networks.

3.2. Examples

It is instructive to consider two examples to understand
better how to apply the spred parametrization.

Example 1 (lasso). The lasso objective is L(Vs) =

∑i(V
T
s xi − yi)

2 + 2κ∣∣Vs∣∣1. The equivalent spred loss is

L(U,W ) =∑
i

((U⊙W )Txi−yi)
2
+κ(∣∣W ∣∣2+∣∣U ∣∣2), (6)

where Vd is the empty set.

Example 2 (unstructured sparsity in two-layer tanh nets).
Let both the input and the label be one-dimensional. Also,
let Vs = (V1, V2) be the union of the first layer weight
matrix V1 and the second layer weight V2 . With the MSE
objective, the original loss is L(Vs) = ∑i(V1tanh(V2xi) −

yi)
2 +2κ(∣∣V1∣∣1 + ∣∣V2∣∣1). The equivalent spred loss is then

L(U,W ) =∑
i

((U2 ⊙W2)
T tanh((U1 ⊙W1)xi) − yi)

2

+ κ(∣∣W1∣∣
2
+ ∣∣W2∣∣

2
+ ∣∣U1∣∣

2
+ ∣∣U2∣∣

2
), (7)

where we have also partitioned the parameters into those
of the two layers, respectively: U = (U1, U2) and U =
(U1, U2). Here, Vd is also the empty set.

See Figure 1 for an illustration. Also, see the next section
for an example of structured sparsity.

4. Experiments
In this section, we empirically validate that spred is use-
ful for sparsity-related tasks in deep learning.3 We first
demonstrate the correctness of the proposed approach for
the classical lasso problem. Then, we apply the algorithm
to two deep learning problems: (1) high dimensional non-
linear feature selection on gene datasets; (2) neural network
compression.

3Code: https://github.com/zihao-wang/spred

Figure 3: spred reaches the theoretical optimal solution when
solving lasso across different values of α. The dashed line shows
the closed-form solution. L1: L1 regularized least square regres-
sion solved by gradient descent; spred: the proposed method.

4.1. Lasso

We illustrate the correctness of the proposed algorithm on
the well-understood lasso problem. We first consider the
case of an orthogonal input distribution. In this case, the
closed-form solution for lasso is known, allowing us to
evaluate whether the method can reach the optimal lasso
solutions. For illustration, we also show the performance
of the naive gradient-descent baseline: directly applying
gradient descent to the original lasso objective, denoted as
L1. While one does not expect this method to work, it has
been the popular way in deep learning to optimize the L1

penalty (for example, see Han et al. (2015) and Scardapane
et al. (2017)). We choose both gradient descent and Adam
optimizers to optimize spred, as well as the original L1

regularized mean square error objective. The learning rate is
chosen from {1,0.1,0.01,0.001}. The final result is chosen
from the best setting. Figure 3 shows that spred agrees with
the closed-form solution for all sparsity levels and for two
different levels of accuracy, while the naive gradient-based
method never reached a sparse solution. Our experiments
also show that the convergence speed of spred is similar to
the standard L1 optimization methods such as coordinate
descent or LARS. See Appendix A.

4.2. Nonlinear Feature Selection

The common gene selection tasks have a feature dimension
of order 104 − 105 (the size of the human genome), and
the number of samples (often the number of patients) is of
order 102 (Shevade and Keerthi, 2003; Sun et al., 2015).
These tasks can be seen as a ”transpose” of MNIST and are
the direct opposite of the tasks that deep learning is good
at. Additionally, one indispensable part of these tasks is
that we want to not only make generalizable predictions but
also pinpoint the relevant genes that have a direct physio-
logical consequence. For example, out of roughly 50000
genes of human beings, we want to know which gene is
the closest associated with, say, hemophilia – such a re-
quirement for interpretability is also challenging for deep
learning. At the heart of this problem is a feature selection

5
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Table 1: Prediction accuracy for the gene selection task for cancer diagnosis and survival time prediction. All tasks are classification
tasks. On average, each dataset contains 300 data points, each with 40000 feature dimensions, and labeled into 10 classes. See Table 2 for
more description.

Dataset HSICLasso MLP (WD) MLP (L1) spred
fl only fl and fn

GDS1815 11.62 ± 0.29 0.56 ± 0.22 7.75 ± 0.55 17.75 ± 0.77 19.31 ± 0.70
GDS1816 13.68 ± 0.06 0.31 ± 0.13 7.12 ± 0.75 17.43 ± 0.79 18.75 ± 0.77
GDS3268 30.69 ± 0.44 3.03 ± 0.41 15.90 ± 0.81 25.90 ± 0.59 27.86 ± 0.65
GDS3952 45.61 ± 0.52 14.92 ± 1.14 17.92 ± 0.92 37.00 ± 1.22 46.76 ± 1.55
GDS4761 42.63 ± 0.51 50.79 ± 2.48 12.62 ± 1.78 60.26 ± 2.37 57.63 ± 2.09
GDS5027 23.51 ± 0.10 2.55 ± 0.48 15.47 ± 0.98 30.37 ± 0.97 30.95 ± 0.94

problem. Existing feature-selection methods based on L1

penalty are predominantly linear. The nonlinear methods
are often kernel-based, where the nonlinearity comes from
an unlearnable kernel. While neural networks have fantastic
capabilities in capturing nonlinear associations in the data,
it is generally unknown how to apply deep learning to this
problem.

In this section, we demonstrate how spred offers a direct way
to apply deep learning nonlinear feature selection. To the
best of our knowledge, no deep learning method has been
shown to work for these tasks (for a review, see Montesinos-
López et al. (2021)). We compare with relevant baselines on
6 public cancer classification datasets based on microarray
gene expression features from the Gene Expression Om-
nibus, including two datasets on glioma (#1815, #1816),
three on breast cancer (#3952, #4761, #5027), and one on
ulcerative colitis (#3268). More detailed descriptions of the
datasets are in the appendix.

At the same time, linear models have been found to work
reasonably well for these tasks. Thus, one would like to
make feature selections based on both linear and nonlin-
ear models. The proposed method allows one to achieve
this goal easily: we demonstrate how to perform feature
selection with an ensemble of models using spred. Let
fl(W

lx) and fn(W
nx) denote the two different models to

be trained on loss function L(fl, fn). We have explicitly
written weight matrices W l and Wn to emphasize that these
two models start with a learnable linear layer. The following
parametrization allows one to perform L1 feature selection
with both models:

Ex[L(fl(W
l
(U ⊙ x)), fn(W

n
(U ⊙ x)))]

+κ(∣∣W l
∣∣
2
2 + ∣∣W

n
∣∣
2
2 + ∣∣U ∣∣

2
2), (8)

where dim(U) = dim(x), and Ex denotes averaging over
the training set. Note that the input to the two models is
masked by the same vector U : this is crucial; without U ,
we are just training an ensemble of independent models,
whereas U makes them coupled. Each Ui is a redundant
parameter, and this is equivalent to performing L1 penalty
on W l

∶i and Wn
∶i together by Theorem 4. In the experiment,

we let fl be a simple linear regressor without bias and fn be

a three-layer feedforward network with the ReLU activation.
For simplicity, we set the objective function L(fl, fn) =
CE(fl(W

l(U ⊙x), y)+CE(fn(W
l(U ⊙x), y)) to be the

summation of two Cross Entropy (CE) losses.

See Table 1 for the results. Because the dataset size is small,
for each run of each model, we randomly pick 20% samples
as the test set, 20% as the validation set for hyperparameter
tuning, and 60% as the training set. For SGD-based models
(MLP, Linear, Linear + MLP), we stop the optimization
when the accuracy on the validation set is not increasing.
The performance is averaged over 20 independent samplings
of the datasets for comparison. We report the percentage of
the majority class of each dataset to justify whether the mod-
els produce meaningful results. In table 1, MLP contains one
hidden layer of 4096 neurons. fn contains two hidden layers
of 1024 neurons. spred models are optimized by SGD. The
learning rate and κ are both selected from {7e-1, 5e-1, 3e-1,
1e-1, 5e-2, 3e-2, 1e-2}. Besides the deep learning methods,
we also compare with HSIC-Lasso, a conventional L1-based
non-linear feature selection method (Yamada et al., 2014),
which has been a standard method, and recent works have
identified it as one of the best-performing methods for these
tasks (Sun et al., 2015; Krakovska et al., 2019).

We see that deep learning combined with spred achieves
state-of-the-art performance, outperformed by the conven-
tional method on only one dataset. In sharp contrast, simply
applying deep learning does not work on any of the datasets.
This is expected for tasks whose dimension is far larger
than the number of available data points because memoriza-
tion can be too easy. Importantly, simply applying L1 to
an MLP fails badly because gradient descent cannot find a
sparse solution and thus cannot prevent overfitting. In the
future, designing better architectures that suit the task of
gene selection will further boost performance.

4.3. Neural Network Compression

The proposed method also offers a principled way of per-
forming network compression in deep learning. We ex-
periment with unstructured weight sparsity for deep neural
networks. Our method can also achieve structured compres-
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Figure 4: Performance of L1-based ResNet18 pruning on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. For both datasets, the performance of spred is
competitive against any known existing pruning methods. Left: Distribution of weight parameters in the largest convolution layer of
ResNet18 trained on CIFAR10. Training with spred leads to a very sparse distribution without affecting test accuracy. Mid: CIFAR-10.
Right: CIFAR-100.

sion, which we leave to future work.4 We apply spred to
all the weights of a ResNet in this section. Previous meth-
ods often rely on heuristics for pruning, such as removing
the weights with the smallest magnitudes from a trained
network. However, the problem with such methods is that
one does not know, in principle, the effect of removing such
weights, even though they seem to work empirically. Our
method is equivalent to L1 and has its theoretical foundation
in both traditional statistics and Bayesian learning with a
Laplace prior. The meaning of removing a parameter with
magnitude c is clear: its removal from the model will cause
the training loss to increase by roughly κc. We also empha-
size that we are not proposing a new compression method:
L1 is known to lead to sparsity, and spred is just a method
for optimizing L1 constraints. The performance of the pro-
posed method can thus be no better than what a simple L1

constraint can provide. The thesis of this section is that
when an efficient way to optimize L1 exists, it can perform
as well as the existing methods that are not L1-based, and
thus L1 based strategies are really worth exploring by the
community. Prior to our work, many works have attempted
to naively optimize the L1 constraint with SGD, but such ap-
proaches have been found to perform rather badly compared
with non L1-based methods (Han et al., 2015).

We first train a ResNet18 on CIFAR10 with and without
spred both at κ = 5e−4 and compare the weight distribution.
Our implementation of ResNet18 contains roughly 11M pa-
rameters, consistent with the standard implementation. See
Figure 4. Both models achieve the established accuracy of
93% while the training with spred leads to a much sparser
distribution. We now test the performance of L1 for net-
work pruning on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. We implement
spred in the training protocol provided by (Kusupati et al.,
2020). We run the model at different weight decay strengths
and report the pareto frontier obtained by fitting a sigmoid.
For the raw data used to estimate the pareto frontier, see

4For example, applying a vector of filter masks to the filters
allows one to learn a sparse set of filters in CNN.

Appendix A.

We compare with the following baselines. L1 regulariza-
tion: this is the simplest baseline suggested by Han et al.
(2015) by simply adding an L1 penalty to all the model
parameters; we then prune at a given threshold and evalu-
ate. The only hyperparameter is the regularization strength,
which we search from 10−5 to 10−2. Soft threshold weight
parametrization (STR): this is the L1-based state-of-the-art
neural network compression method. It serves as the main
baseline of the proposed method because (1) it admits a
direct interpretation as an L1 approximate (but not exact),
and (2) it uses a similar but nonequivalent reparametrization
trick. Our results for L1 and STR are directly obtained using
the implementation of (Kusupati et al., 2020). Magnitude
pruning (magni.): this is a simple method recommended
by (Gale et al., 2019) as a strong baseline that performs
as well as the state-of-the-art methods in training a sparse
network. Synflow: this method performs pruning at the
beginning of training and is the state-of-the-art method for
extreme compression rates. For example, with ResNet18
on CIFAR10/100, it is the only established benchmark that
can prune beyond a 1000 compression ratio (Tanaka et al.,
2020). We use the implementation of (Tanaka et al., 2020) to
evaluate magnitude pruning and Synflow. For all baselines,
we follow the hyperparameters recommended by (Kusupati
et al., 2020) and (Tanaka et al., 2020), respectively. The
comparison metric is the compression ratio, which is the to-
tal number of weights over the number of nonzero weights.

See the mid (CIFAR-10) and right panels (CIFAR-100). For
both datasets, the training at κ = 5e−4 recovers the standard
performance of these models. For CIFAR10, the model can
be pruned up to a 500 compression ratio while keeping
an > 90% accuracy. This is five times sparser than all the
baselines for this performance level. For CIFAR100, the
result is similar. The proposed method maintains a > 70%
accuracy while being an order of magnitude sparser than the
previous methods.

To the extreme end, the proposed method keeps an above-
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Figure 5: spred can be directly applied to standard pretrained
models. The figure shows the top-1 test accuracy of ResNet50 on
Imagenet at 80% sparsity. Good and bad init. refers to initializing
spred with two different pretrained models, with 80% and 77
percent accuracy respectively. ft refers to finetuning after pruning.
We see that with a good pretrained model, spred achieves the state-
of-the-art result for the network compression task on Imagenet.
Finetuning improves spred further.

chance accuracy even at a compression ratio of 105 for both
datasets, with a performance much better than Synflow, the
best-known method at an extreme compression ratio. We
also note that both STR and magnitude pruning has difficulty
in extreme compression regime. The magnitude pruning
method drops to chance-level accuracy at a compression ra-
tio of 10, while STR cannot run above the 1000 compression
ratio. Notably, our method has the implementation and train-
ing advantage over many existing methods in deep learning.
One popular trick in network pruning is to iteratively retrain
the model, having obtained a pruning mask, whereas the
proposed method does not require iterative retraining.

4.4. Compressing Pretrained Models

The training can be prohibitively expensive for larger tasks
such as Imagenet and even larger tasks such as large lan-
guage models. The important question is, therefore, whether
we can perform efficient compression while leveraging the
existing pretrained models. This experiment shows that
spred can be applied to existing pretrained models to achieve
state-of-the-art network compression performance. For ev-
ery pretrained weight matrix V̄ij , the weight Wij and the
redundant weight Uij are initialized by

Wij = sgn(V̄ij)

√

∣V̄ij ∣, Uij =

√

∣V̄ij ∣. (9)

The initialized model is then optimized by spred. After
the spred training, the resulting weights Vij = UijWij are
pruned towards a target sparsity to obtain the sparsed one
V̂ij . The performance of spred pruning weights V̂ can
be further improved by finetuning the model without spred
while setting the redundant weight as a boolean mask, where

Wij = V̂ij , Uij = 1V̂ij>0
. (10)

The performances of spred before and after finetuning are
shown in Figure 5. The spred κ is selected from {1e−5,2e−
5,3e− 5,1e− 4} and 2e− 5 is found to be the most suitable
for 80% sparsity. We see that the performance of spred with
proper dense initialization outperforms previous baselines
such as STR (Kusupati et al., 2020), magnitute (Gale et al.,
2019), and DNW (Wortsman et al., 2019) and achieves the
state-of-the-art performance for Imagenet.

Our result thus promotes using the L1 penalty in deep learn-
ing. Interestingly, the higher the κ, the more suited the
trained model becomes for more aggressive pruning. κ
is thus a parameter worth finetuning to achieve the best
sparsity-performance tradeoff. We also tried using the
thresholds of the trained model as a mask, which we ap-
ply to a model at initialization, and a similar performance to
the finetuned model is obtained. Our result thus supports the
lottery ticket hypothesis and can be an alternative method
for obtaining a lottery ticket. At a conceptual level, we have
demonstrated this: L1 can indeed work in the context of
deep learning if we have an efficient way to optimize it.

4.5. Memory Cost

One might worry that using spred will tend to double the
memory cost of training. Our experiment shows that this
is not true because the dominant factor of memory cost
in training is minibatch size. At minibatch size 1, spred
roughly doubles the memory cost of training. However,
when the minibatch size is above 50, the memory cost of
spred is of no observable difference from that of a standard
network. See Appendix A.6. For the same setting, we note
that the time it takes for every training epoch is also only
negligibly more than standard training by roughly 5%.

5. Discussion
In this work, we have thoroughly studied the landscape of
a reparametrization trick that can be used to minimize a
general nonconvex objective with an L1 penalty. While the
origin of the method itself is difficult to trace, we are the
first to thoroughly investigate its theoretical influence on the
loss landscape and to demonstrate how to apply it to deep
learning. Our theory directly suggests that even in the case
of highly complicated nonconvex landscapes, one may be
able to optimize such a loss landscape highly efficiently with
gradient descent. Our empirical result, in turn, demonstrates
that L1 penalty can help solve deep learning-related tasks
very effectively. For all problems we approached, we have
applied spred in a straightforward way, and developing more
sophisticated training methods for spred is certainly one
promising future direction.
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Figure 6: The training trajectory of L1 (GD on the vanilla lasso objective) and spred when α ≈ 0.3 (left) and α ≈ 2.3(right)

Figure 7: Performance of spred across different values of α. From upper left to lower right: α = 2, 3, 4, 5. The main text
contains the case when α = 1.

A. Experimental Concerns
A.1. Convergence of SGD on spred Lasso

When using Spred, one can speed up training is to set a threshold below which we set the parameter to zero at the stopping
point. We test two levels of threshold, and both agree with the optimal solution at convergence. Figure 6 presents the training
trajectory under different value of α, and we see that they converge to the same value at roughly the same time scale. This
can be used as a criterion for assessing the convergence of spred.

A.2. spred linear regression for different regularization strengths

Now, we compare the optimization efficiency of spred with the coordinate descent and LARS solutions of lasso under
different input and output dimensions. The coordinated descent solution of lasso is denoted as Lasso. The Least Angle
Regression of lasso is denoted by LARS. See Figure 7. For spred, we report the time when the zero rates of the solution
matrix hit 75%, 90%, and 100% of the zero rates of the converged solution. We note that there is no discernible difference
in the training loss with the lasso objective for all three rates. As the plots show, the optimization speed of spred compares
rather favorably against the standard methods at a large data dimension.
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Figure 8: Normalized parameter distribution of the three largest convolutional layers of ResNet18 trained on CIFAR10
with SGD. The blue histogram shows the distribution of a normal ResNet18 with weight decay strength 5 × 10−4, which is
very dense. The orange shows the distribution of a spred ResNet18 (also with 5 × 10−4 weight decay), which exhibits a
predominant peak at zero that includes more than 99.9% of all the weight parameters of the layer. This shows that training
with a very small value of regularization with spred already leads to a parameter distribution that favors sparsity.

Table 2: Basic statistics of seven gene datasets.

Dataset #features #labels #samples #samples
#features

GDS1815 (Phillips et al., 2006) 22283 15 400 1.79%
GDS1816 (Phillips et al., 2006) 22645 15 400 1.77%
GDS3268 (Noble et al., 2008) 44290 8 606 1.37%
GDS3952 (LaBreche et al., 2011) 54675 8 324 0.59%
GDS4761 (Kimbung et al., 2014) 52378 7 91 0.17%
GDS5027 (Prat et al., 2014) 54675 6 468 0.86%

A.3. Weight Distribution of a Trained ResNet

We show more results on the weight distribution of a trained ResNet18, with roughly 11M parameters in total. We plot the
parameter distribution of the three largest convolutional layers, each with roughly 2.3M parameters. See Figure 8.

A.4. Detailed Description of the Feature Selection Task

See Table 2 for the statistics of the datasets. The datasets are taken from the public datasets of Gene Expression Omnibus.5

The indices of the datasets are the same as the indices on GEO.

5https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/
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Figure 9: Pareto frontier of spred for CIFAR10 and CIFAR100.

Figure 10: The memory cost of spred is negligible at common batch sizes for Imagenet. Training with batch size 1, spred
doubles the memory cost of training. However, the relative cost overhead diminishes to zero when the batch size is of order
102. Left: ResNet50. Right: MobileNetV1.

A.5. Estimating the Pareto Frontier for Network Compression

See Figure 9. The grey dashed line shows the estimated pareto frontier with a tanh function.

A.6. Memory Cost

In this section, we compare the memory cost of spred with standard training on two different architectures. See Figure 10.
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B. Proof
B.1. Proof of Theorem 1

For notational conciseness, we prove the case when α = β = κ. The case α ≠ β can be reduced to this simpler case if we
redefine both U and W by a constant scaling. We first prove a lemma.

Lemma 1. For all i, any local minimum of Eq. (2) satisfies

∣Ui∣ = ∣Wi∣. (11)

Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose not. Then there exists U ′, W ′ and index i such that ∣Ui∣ ≠ ∣Wi∣ and they are a
local minimum of L(U ′ ⊙W ′) +L2 reg, where

L2 reg. = κ(∣∣U ∣∣
2
2 + ∣∣W ∣∣

2
2). (12)

Now, we consider an infinitesimal perturbation of the solution such that Ui = U ′i(1 + dz) and Wi = W ′

i (1 − dz). It is
straightforward to see that, by the definition of element-wise multiplication,

L(U ′ ⊙W ′
) = L(U ⊙W ). (13)

Without loss of generality, we assume ∣Ui∣ < ∣Wi∣. Now, because Ui <Wi, the L2 reg. term strictly reduces:

U ′2i (1 + 2dz) +W
′2
i (1 − 2dz) −U

2
i −W

2
i = 2(U

′2
i −W

′2
i )dz < 0. (14)

This means that Ui and Wi cannot be a local minimum. The proof is complete. ◻

The above lemma implies that to find the global minimum of Eq. (2), it suffices to minimize over the solutions such that
∣Wi∣ = ∣Ui∣ for all i. The following lemma shows that the two loss function are identical if we restrict to the domain where
∣Wi∣ = ∣Ui∣.

Lemma 2. Let W ⊙U = V and ∣Wi∣ = ∣Ui∣ for all i. Then,

Lrs(W,U) = LL1(V ). (15)

Proof. When ∣Wi∣ = ∣Ui∣,

Lrs = L(U ⊙W ) + κ(∑
i

U2
i +W

2
i ) (16)

= L(U ⊙W ) + κ(∑
i

2∣UiWi∣) (17)

= L(U ⊙W ) + 2κ∣∣U ⊙W ∣∣1. (18)

By definition, U ⊙W = V , and so this loss is, in turn, equivalent to the following loss:

L(V ) + 2κ∣∣V ∣∣1. (19)

This finishes the proof. ◻

Now, we are ready to prove the main theorem. To repeat, the main theorem states the following (when α = β).

Theorem 5. Let αβ = κ2 and

Lsr(U,W,Vd) ∶= L(U ⊙W,Vd) + α∣∣U ∣∣
2
+ β∣∣W ∣∣2. (20)

Then, (U,W,Vd) is a global minimum of Eq. (2) if and only if (a) ∣Ui∣ = ∣Wi∣ for all i and (b) (U ⊙W,Vd) is a global
minimum of Eq. (1).

Proof. The theorem immediately follows from the combination of the previous two lemmas. ◻
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B.2. Proof of Theorem 2

To repeat, the theorem states the following.

Theorem 6. All stationary points of Eq. (2) satisfy ∣Ui∣ = ∣Wi∣. Additionally, (U,W ) is a local minimum of Eq. (2) if and
only if (a) V = U ⊙W is a local minimum of Eq. (1) and (b) ∣Ui∣ = ∣Wi∣.

Proof. We first prove the statement regarding the local minima. For both directions, we prove by contradiction. The forward
direction is much easier to prove. Let (U,W ) be a local minimum of Lsr and suppose V is not a local minimum of LL1(V ).
Then, one can infinitesimally perturb V such that V + dz has a smaller loss. This corresponds to a perturbation in U and W
under the constraint ∣Ui∣ = ∣Wi∣. By Lemma 2, Lrs under this perturbation is also smaller than the unperturbed value. Thus,
(U,W ) is not a local minimum – a contradiction.

We now consider the backward direction. Let V be a local minimum of LL1 and suppose (U,W ) is not a local minimum of
Lrs. As Lemma 2 shows, if we restrict to the subspace where ∣Ui∣ = ∣Wi∣, there cannot be a perturbation that leads to a lower
loss value because in this subspace, Lrs is equivalent to LL1. Thus, that (U,W ) is not a local minimum implies that there
exists perturbation dzU and dzW such that (U + dzU ,W + dzW ) has a smaller loss value than (U,W ). The loss function
value is

L((U + dzU)⊙ (W + dzW )) + κ(∣∣U + dzU ∣∣
2
2 + ∣∣W + dzW ∣∣

2
) < Lrs(U ⊙W ) (21)

such that ∣(W + dzW )i∣ ≠ ∣(U + dzU)i∣. Now, we can construct a new parameter U ′ = sgn(U +

dzU)
√
∣(U + dzU)⊙ (W + dzW )∣, W ′ = sgn(W + dzW )

√
∣(U + dzU)⊙ (W + dzW )∣. This transformation is also in-

finitesimal and leaves the L term unchanged. However, it strictly decreases the L2 term

∥U ′∥2 + ∥W ′
∥
2
= 2∣(U + dzU)⊙ (W + dzW )∣

2
< ∣∣U + dzU ∣∣

2
2 + ∣∣W + dzW ∣∣

2. (22)

Thus, we have constructed a model such that ∣U ′i ∣ = ∣W
′

i ∣ for all i, and with a strictly smaller loss. By Lemma 2, this implies
that V is not a local minimum of LL1. This is a contradiction.

Now we prove the statement regarding all the stationary points. Since we have proved Lemma 1, it is sufficient to only prove
the condition for all saddles points. We show that when ∣Ui∣ ≠ ∣Wi∣ the variation of Eq. (2) has a nonvanishing first-order
variation if one varies U and W by a perturbative amount. Consider the following transformation of Ui and Wi

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

Ui → Ui + dz,

Wi →Wi − dz.
(23)

To first order in dz, L remains unchanged, whereas the regularization term changes by

2κdz(Ui −Wi). (24)

Because ∣Ui∣ ≠ ∣Wi∣, this is a first order term in dz and so Ui, Wi cannot be a saddle. The proof is complete. ◻

B.3. Proof of Theorem 3

To repeat, the theorem statement is the following.

Theorem 7. Let ∣U ∣ = ∣W ∣, V = U ⊙W and L be everywhere differentiable. Then, for every infinitesimal variation δV ,

1. if LL1(V ) is directionally differentiable in δV , there exist variations δW, δU ∈ Θ(δV ) such that LL1(V + δV ) =
Lrs(U + δU,W + δW );

2. if LL1(V ) is not directionally differentiable in δV , there exist variations δW, δU ∈ Θ ((δV )0.5) such that LL1(V +
δV ) = Lrs(U + δU,W + δW ).

Proof. Because LL1(V ) = Lrs(U,W ) when ∣U ∣ = ∣W ∣, we have LL1(V + δV ) = Lrs(U + δU,W + δW ) as long as

W ⊙ δU +U ⊙ δW + δU ⊙ δW = δV, (25)

provided that the constraint ∣U + δU ∣ = ∣W + δW ∣ is satisfied. Let K denote the set indices such that for all i ∈K, Vi = 0.
Because L is differentiable, L1 is directionally differentiable as long as δVi = 0 for all i ∈ K. This means that for all
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i ∉ K, ∣Ui∣ = ∣Wi∣ =
√
∣V ∣ ≠ 0. In turn, this means that with an infinitesimal δV , setting δUi = δVi/2Wi ∈ Θ(δV ) and

δWi = δVi/2Ui ∈ Θ(δV ) achieves the desired variation:

W ⊙ δU +U ⊙ δW = δV. (26)

One can easily check that the constaint is also satisfied. This proves the first part of the theorem.

For the second part, we first note that LL1 is only directionally nondifferentiable in δV if for some i ∈K, δVi ≠ 0. Since
Vi = 0, we have Ui =Wi = 0, and so for these indices Eq. (25) becomes

δUiδWi = δVi. (27)

Because the variation must also satisfy ∣δUi∣ = δ∣Wi∣, one solution is

⎧⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎩

δUi =
√
∣δVi∣;

δWi = sgn(Vi)
√
∣δVi∣.

(28)

For infinitesimal δV , Θ(δV 0.5 + δV ) = Θ(δV 0.5). We thus have that δU , δW ∈ Θ(δV 0.5). This proves the second part of
the theorem. ◻

B.4. Proof of Theorem 4

Theorem 8. Let αβ = κ2 and
Lsr(u,W,Vd) ∶= L(uW,Vd) + αu

2
+ β∣∣W ∣∣2. (29)

Then, (u,W,Vd) is a global minimum of Eq. (2) if and only if (a) ∣u∣ = ∣∣W ∣∣2 for all i and (b) (uW,Vd) is a global minimum
of Eq. (1).

The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1, and we thus only give a proof sketch.

Proof Sketch. When ∣u∣ = ∣∣W ∣∣2, it is easy to check that the two loss functions agree in value. When ∣u∣ ≠ ∣∣W ∣∣2, one can
always find continuous transformation (rescaling u and W simultaneously) of u and W such that the loss function is strictly
reduced, and these points cannot be local minima. ◻

The proof also shows that every minimum of Lrs corresponds to the local minimum in the original loss, consistent with
Theorem 2. This result can be immediately generalized to the case of multi-group L1, where we want to apply L1 (possibly
with different strengths) to different groups. This can be proved by simply induction on the size of the set of groups and
using Theorem 4.
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